Let rY n be integers, Àn`r`n, An n Â n Boolean matrix A is called r-indecomposable if it contains no k Â l zero submatrix with k l n À r 1. A is primitive if one of its powers, e k , has all positive entries for some integer k P 1. If A is primitive, then there is a smallest positive integer h r e k such that e k is r-indecomposable. There also is a smallest positive integer h Ã r e, such that e m is r-indecomposable for all m P h Ã r . h r and h Ã r are called exponent and strict exponent of r-indecomposability respectively. In this paper we obtain some new bounds of h Ã r e for primitive matrices and exact value of h Ã r e for symmetric primitive matrices. Ó
Introduction
Let f n denote the set of all matrices of order n over the Boolean algebra {0,1}. Let t n denote the matrix in f n each of whose entries equals 1. A matrix e P f n is primitive provided there is a positive integer k such that e k t n . The minimum such k is called the exponent of A and is denoted by exp(A). We denote the set of primitive matrices in f n by n . A matrix e ij P f n is symmetric if ij ji for all iY j. A is called a microsymmetric matrix if there is a pair iY j with i T j, such that ij ji 1. We denote the set of symmetric primitive matrices by n , set of microsymmetric primitive matrices by w n . Clearly n w n n .
As we know, there is a one to one correspondence between set f n and the set of digraphs h n Y i with vertex set f1Y 2Y F F F Y ng and arc set i fiY j P Â X ij 1g. We call a vertex i for a digraph a loop-vertex if iY i P i or ii 1. For iY j P h, the distance from i to j is denoted by diY j. If h is the set of distinct lengths of the elementary cycles of D, then d iY j is the length of the shortest walk from i to j which meets at least one circuit of each length of h. For & h, vertex v is called neighbor of X if there exists a x P such that there is an arc (xY v).
A digraph D corresponding to A is called an associated digraph of A and is denoted by he. If A is primitive, then D is called primitive graph. We shall make use of the following known results.
(1.1) A is primitive if and only if he is strongly connected and the greatest common divisor of the lengths of all elementary cycles of he is 1.
(1.2) If A is primitive and a and b are relatively prime lengths of circuits of he, then for any t P d iY j /Y , there exists a walk of length t from i to j. Here /Y À 1 À 1 is the Frobenius number of a and b (see [1] ).
Let r be an integer, Àn`r`nY e P f n is r-indecomposable (shortly, r-inde) if it contains no k Â l zero submatrix with 1 T kY l T n and k l n À r 1. A 1-inde matrix is called a fully indecomposable, while a 0-inde matrix is called a Hall matrix. If A is r-inde, he is said to be r-inde.
According to the de®nition of r-inde.
In [2] the exponent of r-indecomposability h r h (or h r e) is de®ned as the smallest positive integer h for which h h or e h is r-inde. The strict exponent of rindecomposability h Ã r h or h Ã r e is de®ned as the smallest positive integer h Ã for which h m or e m is r-inde for all m P h Ã . In fact, those de®nitions are generalizations of fully indecomposability exponent and Hall exponent (see [3, 4] ).
Shen et al. [2] gave the following results about h 
For Àn s 2 T r`nY h Ã r h sn À s r À 1 1 if and only if r T À n 2s 1 and D is isomorphic to a unique digraph.
(1.5) If D is a primitive digraph with n vertices and a cycle of length s and that t of vertices of D are on s-cycles, then h r h T maxfsY sn À t rg whenever Àn`r`n.
In this paper we consider h Ã r e for e P w n Y e P n and obtained some results which are improvements for conclusion (1.4), (1.5) for s 2.
r-Indecomposability of primitive matrices
Let t be a nonnegative integer. For Y t denotes the set of all those vertices which can be reached by a walk of length t in he starting from a vertex in X (if t 0, r ). A restatement of (1.3) is 2X1 e t is r-inde if and only if j t j b j j r for all with
According to the discussion of [2] , h Ã r q 1 whenever Àn`r T À n t, for a digraph G of order n with a vertex disjoint union of cycles with total length t. Noting that h r q T h Ã r q, we are allowed to assume that Àn 4 T r T n when determining h Ã r e for e P n and e P w n . For e P n , an upper bound of h Ã r e has been given in [2] . We now give another bound of h Ã r e.
Proof. Let be a set of vertices with Y T & heX k j j`n.
Let x Ã be a vertex in and y 1 be a vertex in g s 1 such that
Then d 2 T n À s 2 . Similarly we have
By the bound of [2] , for e P w n h Ã r e T 2n À 2 r À 1 1 2n 2r À 5X
If r P 2Y 2n r À 3 T 2n 2r À 5. The bound (2.3) is better than that of [2] . For fs 1 Y s 2 gY s 1`s2 Y e P n , by (1.4), the bound is It is not dicult to see that if r P s 1 P 2, then
Thus bound (2.5) is better than bound (2.4). We consider h Ã r eY e P w n , again. In [5] , we have established the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. vet h e strongly onneted digrph with vertex set f1Y 2Y F F F Y ngF vet e P h nd hF hen for positive integer tD t i0 i P minfj j tY ngX Theorem 2.5. vet e P n F sf there exist distint iY jY k suh tht ij ji jh hi 1D then h Ã r e T n rY Àn 4 T r T nF Proof. he contains the 2-cycle (iY jY i) and the 3-cycle (iY jY hY i).
We will show that j t j P j j r for t P n rX Let x Ã be a vertex in and z
Applying (1.2), there exists a walk of length
If t P n r, then for any nonnegative integer i T k r À 1, since
By Lemma 2.4 we have
i fz Ã g P k r j j r for t P n rX Ã
The r-indecomposability of symmetric primitive matrices
We now investigate the strict exponent. The theorem below is straightforward extension of results on h Ã 1 e in [4] .
Theorem 3.1. vet s e positive integerD nd let e e mtrix in n hving s I9s on its min digonlF hen
We now consider the strict exponent for e P n . According to (1.4), we have h Ã r e T 2n r À 3 1 whenever À n 4 T r T nY e P w n Y while for Àn 4 T r T À n 5Y there is a unique e P w n (up to simultaneous row and column permutations) such that h Ã r e 2n r À 3 1F
In this section we will give an exact representation of strict exponent for e P n .
Proof. By(1.1), the associated digraph h@eA of e must contain a s-cycle g s (s is odd). Let Y T & h and j j k`n. Let x Ã be a vertex in and y P g s such that x Ã has the minimum distance d to y among all vertices in and vertices in g s . Then
there exists a walk meeting g s of length m from x Ã to y or some u P h.
we get some sets of vertices, which can be reached from x Ã by a walk of length m. Those sets are denoted by n À kY n À k 1Y F F F Y n À k k r À 1 respectively. By (3.1) jn À k ij P i 1, we have jn À k k r À 1j jn r À 1j P k rX Thus for t P n r À 1 j t j P j t x Ã j P jn r À 1j P k r j j rX
Hence h Ã r e T n r À 1. We will show that h Ã r e T n r À 2, if n r is even and Àn 2`r`n. Since e 2 contains a loop at each vertex, j t j P j j t in e 2 . Therefore j 2t j P j j t in e. In particular j nrÀ2 j P j j n r À 2 2 P j j r in e (n P r 2 since n r is even). As above result j t j P j j r for all t P n r À 1. We have j t j P j j r for all t P n r À 2, i.e.
h Ã r e T n r À 2Y if n r is evenX If n r is odd, let n À r 1a2.
If n r is even, let n À ra2,
It is easy to verify that The proof of the theorem is now completed. Ã
